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AbstractWe examine the use of a simple techniquefor identifying the language of either an on-line text or a hardcopy document that has beenconverted to a character-shape based represen-tation after scanning. Such a text may be asbrief as a single line in length. There are sev-eral important issues in constructing an accu-rate, robust, and fast system to identify Roman-alphabet languages. These include the featuresto be used, the size of the input text, and thetype of analysis used for identi�cation. Wepresent a working system that performs well onbrief texts and that requires small quantitatiesof language-tagged training material.1 IntroductionLanguage identi�cation has become an increas-ingly important issue as more and more lan-guage data are making their way online. Forbooks and other physical documents, a good li-brarian can glance at a page and identify thelanguages of the text thereon. But since thereis much online text that may not pass imme-diately before a human's eyes, computationalsystems need to be built that can perform thistask. In this paper, we identify some of the fac-tors to be considered and some of the choicesto be made. We then discuss the application of

a simple, well-understood technique to the taskof language identi�cation. We argue that lan-guage identi�cation is straightforward and ad-mits the use of standard techniques requiringmodest amounts of training data.Some of the considerations that we will ad-dress are:1. Type of signi�cant features. Shouldwe use characters, words, or n-grams of ei-ther? Should we use linguistic rules, suchas those for morphology, orthography, orcapitalization?2. Form of analysis. What algorithmshould we use to determine the languageof a text? Some approaches may be man-ual and require people to process texts,while others may be completely computa-tional. Some approaches may be suited todetecting sequences, such as the charac-ters that make up short words, while oth-ers depend on frequency analyses. Somemethods may work well in distinguishinga few languages but may not scale up wellto a few dozen.3. Form of encoding. What is the bestrepresentation to work from, for accu-racy, robustness, and speed? Possibilitiesinclude a comprehensive character cod-ing, a simpli�ed character coding (formed,



for example, by removing accents), and acoarser shape-based representation, possi-bly derived from document images.4. Constituency of language pool.What assumptions should we make aboutwhich languages need to be distinguished?Do we want to be able to discriminate ev-ery Roman-alphabet language or to focuson a subset of \important" languages?5. Form of input. Will a system workwith online character-coded text, onlineimages, or both?6. Size of text. Can we identify the lan-guage of a sentence or a phrase as easilyas that of a page or a paragraph? We willassume �rst of all that there is a need forknowing the language of brief passages oftext.1 It may sometimes be the case, ofcourse, that it is su�cient to know themain language of a text, disregarding anyembedded foreign-language bits. But so-phisticated linguistic processing of a spe-ci�c passage requires knowledge of theparticular languages involved. Systemsthat can identify brief texts well shouldalso scale up to larger texts. In fact, ifperformance is satisfactory on small texts,the language of a larger text may be mostrapidly identi�ed by analyzing randomsamples from the document.7. Appropriateness of statisticalmethod. Does the method meet our cri-teria for the behavior that we expect froma language identi�cation system? We ex-pect the statistical model to have certainreliable properties: performance shouldnot degrade when identifying longer pas-sages of text; performance should not de-grade when more training data are usedfor each language; and the frequency offeatures, rather than simply their rank or-der, should be accurately modeled.We expand on the issues enumerated abovein the next section.1For example, knowing the language of a pas-sage would useful to an information retrieval sys-tem. With such knowledge, it could generate inde-pendent indices for each of the languages present inmultilingual documents.

2 Language Identi�cationIssuesAutomatically determining the language of adocument has many potential uses. Librari-ans and others who work with multilingual doc-uments but who do not know the languageof each of the documents in their collectionwould be helped by reliable language determi-nation. Many automated systems, such as opti-cal character recognition, information retrieval,and speech synthesis would also bene�t. A widerange of methods have been proposed.Some work on language identi�cation (e.g.,Ingle (1976) and Newman (1987)) is in the formof guides for humans, such as librarians or trans-lators. Because people are, in fact, good at thistask, these guides cover a large number of lan-guages and the full range of Roman-alphabetcharacters that can appear on a printed page.But, since we want to avoid human intervention,most of the systems we will discuss are compu-tational. We will consider these systems in lightof the issues we raised in the introduction.A variety of features have been used for lan-guage identi�cation. These include: the pres-ence of particular characters (Mustonen, 1965;Newman, 1987; Ziegler, 1991); the presence ofparticular words (Ingle, 1976; Henrich, 1989;Kulikowski, 1991; Batchelder, 1992; Souter etal., 1994); the presence of particular charactern-grams (Henrich; 1989; Ziegler, 1991; Souteret al., 1994); and particularly-shaped wordsfrom images (Nakayama and Spitz, 1993; Si-bun and Spitz, 1994). The frequency of charac-ter n-grams was used by Beesley (1988), Hen-rich (1989), Cavnar and Trenkle (1994), Dun-ning (1994), Souter et al. (1994), and Damashek(1995).A number of analytic techniques have beenemployed, ranging from completely manual,(Ingle, 1976; Newman, 1987), to semiauto-matic (Kulikowski, 1991), to fully automatic.Batchelder (1992) trained a neural network todistinguish languages. Both Henrich (1989)and Ziegler (1991) incorporated a diversityof knowledge into expert systems. Mustonen(1965), Nakayama and Spitz (1993), and Sibunand Spitz (1994) employed forms of discrimi-nant analysis. Beesley (1988) used language-modeling techniques originally developed forcryptanalysis. Markov models were used by



Dunning (1994). One of the methods devel-oped by Souter and his colleagues (1994) testedfor the presence of unique character sequences.Henrich (1989), Cavnar and Trenkle (1994), andSouter et al. (1994) built task-speci�c statis-tical models. Damashek (1995) used a modelthat computed dot-products of frequency vec-tors. We address the question of the appropri-ateness of some of these models below.Whereas human-oriented techniques exploitthe full range of character encodings, auto-matic methods are limited to standard charac-ter sets. Most systems only handle ASCII text,which lacks diacritics and many symbols. How-ever, Ziegler's system (1991) exploited the Latinsubset of Unicode (Unicode is designed to en-code all writing systems). Beesley (1988) usedASCII text augmented with ASCII-encoded ac-cent information. Language identi�cation workat Fuji Xerox Palo Alto Laboratory has con-centrated on document images (Nakayama andSpitz (1993) and Sibun and Spitz (1994)).All the automated systems distinguish tenor fewer languages except Sibun and Spitz's(1994), which handles 23 languages. Cavnarand Trenkle's task (1994) was to determine adocument's newsgroup membership, not its lan-guage. The documents tested belonged to oneof fourteen newsgroups; each was written in oneor more of eight languages. Damashek (1995)demonstrated a similarity-based clustering of31 languages. Strictly speaking, he did notpresent any language identi�cation results. Hedid, however, indicate that his system would beuseful for language identi�cation.Nakayama and Spitz (1993) and Sibun andSpitz (1994) identify the language of a docu-ment image, while all of the other automatedsystems work from online character-coded text.The results presented in previous papersmay be adequate for the task of language iden-ti�cation. However, the technique we will de-scribe not only is adequate for language identi-�cation but has the properties we deem mostdesirable. That is, it performs well on briefpassages of text, requires minimal amounts oflanguage-annotated training data, is easy toimplement, and is based on a well-understoodtechnique. In addition, its performance is com-parable to previous systems and it discrimi-nates a wide variety of Roman-alphabet lan-guages. Systems that have performed best in-clude: Cavnar and Trenkle's (1994) at 99:8

percent accuracy on longer articles, (for aslightly di�erent task|identifying language-based Usenet newsgroups); Dunning's (1994),which achieves 99:9 percent accuracy discrimi-nating two moderately-related languages, En-glish and Spanish; Henrich's (1989), whichyields 100 percent accuracy when discriminat-ing English, French, and German, when us-ing language-speci�c rules; and the system ofSouter et al. (1994), which discriminates ninelanguages with 100 percent accuracy using char-acter bigrams with test texts 200 characters inlength.Much previous research has not been ex-plicit about the size of texts whose language isidenti�able by the reported method. Only Hen-rich (1989), Kulikowski (1991), Ziegler (1991),Dunning (1994), and Souter et al. report resultsspeci�c to texts of one line (approximately 80characters) or less. Not surprisingly, in nearlyall cases, accuracy is inversely proportional totext size. (Henrich's system (1989) is an ex-ception: if the text is the size of a sentence orsmaller, he switches from a statistical method toa knowledge-intensive method that yields highaccuracy.)Any statistical method must be chosen care-fully to ensure that it is appropraite to the task.We have speci�ed what is means for a statisti-cal model to be approprate for language iden-ti�cation. For example, correct classi�cation ofdocuments in one language should not dependon the presence in the training set of documentsin some other language. Sibun and Spitz (1994)report that when using linear discriminant anal-ysis, the removal of one language may decreaseaccuracy across all remaining languages, whichis not desirable behavior. Another concern isthe precise modeling of frequency information,if the method is one that uses frequency of someset of features for language discrimination. Cav-nar and Trenkle's (1994) out-of-place methodcompares rankings of the most frequent n-gramsto assign a document to a class. However, thismethod discards information: two languagesmay have similar rankings, but di�erent abso-lute frequencies. In such a case, Cavnar andTrenkle's method might fail to distinguish thetwo languages, whereas a method based on ab-solute frequencies could suceed.In the next section, we present a method forlanguage determination that we believe simplyand successfully addresses the issues we have



raised here.3 MethodOur approach to language identi�cation usesrelative entropy, a well-known information the-oretic measure also known as Kullback Leiblerdistance. The relative entropy between twoprobability distributions reects the amount ofadditional information necessary to encode thesecond distribution using an optimal code gen-erated for the �rst distribution. Practically, it isa useful measure of the similarity between prob-ability distributions. Relative entropy rangesfrom 0 to 1 with the minimum generated whenthe two distributions are identical. Techni-cally, the measure is not a distance because itis not symmetric. The equation for the rel-ative entropy (taken from Cover and Thomas(1991)) is shown below. The conventions Coverand Thomas assume regarding 0 values are alsoused: 0 � log 0q = 0 and p � log p0 =1.D(p k q) =Xx2X p(x) � log p(x)q(x)Applying this technique to language iden-ti�cation is straightforward. A portion of thesubset of a corpus associated with a particularlanguage is chosen as a training set for that lan-guage. The selection methodology varies andis explained below. This is done for each ofthe languages being discriminated. From eachtraining set, a probability distribution is gener-ated by �rst counting particular events, suchas character unigrams, bigrams, or trigrams.Smoothing ensures that events found in the testdata but not seen in the training data do notcause the relative entropy score to become 1:a count of 0:5 is added to events seen in at leastone language in the training set, but not seenfor a particular language.2 Finally, these countsare converted to probabilities.2If an event encountered in the test data was notpresent in the training data for any of the languagesbeing discriminated, it is ignored. This poorly ap-proximates the results that could be achieved usinga more intelligent smoothing technique, but sincethe space of trigrams (or bigrams, for that mat-ter) is relatively large (256 � 256 � 256 = 16 mil-lion for an 8-bit character set such as ISO Latin-1) compared to the number actually encountered,the probability distributions generated from small

Test data, which are constrained to notoverlap with the training data, are also selectedat random. For each of the test sets, a probabil-ity distribution is generated in the manner de-scribed above, but without the smoothing step.A test set is assigned the language which min-imizes the relative entropy between the proba-bility distribution of the test set and the distri-bution associated with the training set for thatlanguage. Let p be the distribution associatedwith test set P , and qi be the distribution asso-ciated with training set Qi, whose language isL(Qi). Assume the training sets are numbered1 through n. We assign L(P ) = L(Qx) wherex = arg min1�i�nD(p k qi).4 DataThe simple language identi�cation techniquedescribed here was applied to two types of data:on-line character-coded data and data derivedfrom document images.Our character-coded data are drawn fromthe European Corpus Initiative CD-ROM. Weused a subset of the �rst and second parts ofthe ECI corpus, which were the highest-qualityportions of the collection. This subset con-tains documents in the following 18 Roman-alphabet languages: Albanian, Croatian, Dan-ish, Dutch, English, Estonian, French, Ger-man, Italian, Latin, Lithuanian, Malay, Nor-wegian, Portugese, Serbian, Slovak, Spanish,and Turkish.3 All of these data are encoded inISO Latin-1, an 8-bit superset of ASCII whichcontains accented characters (e.g., �e) and ad-ditional symbols (e.g., {). We used the ECI-provided �lters to remove markup from thedata so that statistics were gathered about onlythe textual portions of each document. Filesthat contained extensive markup after passingthrough these �lters were discarded.Our document image database, initially re-ported on in Sibun and Spitz (1994), cur-training sets would be swamped by simple smooth-ing approaches and more complicated approacheswould signi�cantly decrease the system's speed andincrease memory requirements. For a discussion ofsmoothing issues, see Church and Gale (1991).3We were surprised to �nd Serbian in this set,since this language is typically written in a Cyrillicalphabet. Apparently, this text is in RomanizedCyrillic.



Characters Character shape codesbdfhklt#$&%A-Z0-9*� Ace e�cgpqy g�a�aâ�e�eêîi~nô�uû ij jn namorsuvwxz x;: :?! !'` ', ,. .= =-� -<>[]()fgn= j j(underscore)Table 1: Characters and character shape codes.rently contains 892 one page document im-ages in the following 27 Roman-alphabet lan-guages: Afrikaans, Catalan, Croatian, Czech,Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, (Irish)Gaelic, (Scottish) Gaelic, German, Hungar-ian, Icelandic, Italian, Norwegian, Polish, Por-tugese, Rumanian, Slovak, Spanish, Swahili,Swedish, Tagalog, Turkish, Vietnamese, andWelsh. Data generated from these images com-prise classi�cations of characters based on grossmorphology (for example, all characters withascenders are placed in one class); each charac-ter class is represented by an arbitrary ASCIIcharacter, the character shape code. See Table1 for this mapping. Refer to Sibun and Spitz(1994) for more details on the character-shapecoding process.5 ResultsFour types of experiments were conducted usingthe relative entropy technique outlined aboveon the data from the ECI corpus. In all ofthese, the training data and the test data wereboth selected randomly from the subcorpus foreach language and were nonoverlapping. Re-sults presented here reect averages of 100 ran-dom selections of both a test set and a train-ing set for each of the languages involved. The18 ECI languages were discriminated using ei-

ther character unigram statistics or characterbigram statistics. Either 200 or 2000 lines oftraining data were used, and 1, 5, 10, or 20lines of test data. (Blank lines were eliminatedfrom the corpus.) Although we are measuringour test data by lines, we can say that one to�ve lines approximate a sentence, and �ve to 20lines approximate a paragraph.In the �rst type of experiment, the 18ECI languages were discriminated using statis-tics about the character frequency of the en-tire range of the ISO Latin-1 alphabet. Theresults are shown in Table 2. As the quantity oftest data increases with the amount of trainingdata �xed, accuracy increases; with the amountof test data �xed, if the quantity of trainingdata increases, accuracy also increases. In ad-dition, as Table 3 shows, the standard deviationacross trials with a particular set of parameters(i.e., amount of training data and amount oftest data) generally decreases as more trainingdata is used and as the move from unigram tobigram statistics is made. A confusion matrixfor single line identi�cation using 2000 lines oftraining data and character bigrams is shown inTable 4.The results using this technique compare fa-vorably with the other methods we are aware of,and the task is more di�cult than discriminat-ing just a few languages. However, one could



Lines of training dataStatistic 200 2000used Lines of test data Lines of test data1 5 10 20 1 5 10 20Unigrams 78.2 96.7 98.5 99.3 81.5 97.2 99.0 99.4Bigrams 90.2 99.6 99.9 100.0 94.1 99.7 99.9 100.0Table 2: Percent correct when discriminating 18 languages from the ECI corpus.Lines of training dataStatistic 200 2000used Lines of test data Lines of test data1 5 10 20 1 5 10 20Unigrams 10.2 3.9 2.9 1.8 9.4 4.0 2.4 1.7Bigrams 6.6 1.4 0.5 0.0 5.1 1.1 0.8 0.0Table 3: Standard deviations of correctness across trials when discriminating 18 lan-guages from the ECI corpus.argue that the task is made easy by the ECIdata, because di�erent languages use di�erentspecial characters, and sharp di�erences in char-acter sets are driving the recognition process.To test this, we collapsed the digits into a singleclass, treated all white space as identical, andcollapsed all remaining non-alphabetic charac-ters into a single class. The results shown inTable 5 using this technique under the sameconditions as previously described demonstratethat special characters contribute little to theperformance of the language identi�er.In order to facilitate comparison with thosemethods that discriminate a small number oflanguages, we tested the relative entropy tech-nique on the English, French, and German por-tions of the corpus. In one variation, the entireISO Latin-1 alphabet was used. In the other,ISO Latin-1 was converted to ASCII by deac-centing characters and removing characters notfound in the ASCII character set. This conver-sion makes our data similar to those of Henrich(1989), who discriminated these three languagesfrom ASCII text. This conversion also simulatesconventions used in writing French and Germanin ASCII-based forums, such as Usenet news-groups, that are often used as sources for textdata (cf. Cavnar and Trenkle (1994)). See Table6 for results for a variety of conditions. Theseresults are averages of 50 random test and train-

ing data selections, rather than 100 as in the18-language cases described above. Two hun-dred lines of training data were used for theseexperiments.Two types of experiments were conductedusing the data from document images. In the�rst type, the relative entropy technique wasused to discriminate 27 languages. 892 one-page documents in these languages were avail-able, and due to the small number of docu-ments in each language, training data were gen-erated from all of the documents except the onewhose language was being identi�ed. Unigram,bigram, and trigram character statistics wereused; see Table 7. These results compare favor-ably with those presented in Sibun and Spitz(1994), where overall accuracy was slightly bet-ter than 90 percent.The remaining experiments conducted ondata derived from document images were lim-ited to discriminating English, French, and Ger-man and used the same training set generationmethodology. Results are shown in Table 8.6 ConclusionWe have examined some of the issues in the au-tomatic identi�cation of the language of a textand have presented results from our languageidenti�cation system. While some recent sys-



a c d d e e f g i l l m n p s s s tl r a u n s r e t a i a o o e l p ub o n t g t e r a t t l r r r o a ralb 98 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0cro 0 94 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 0dan 0 0 93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 1 0 0dut 0 0 0 97 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0eng 0 0 0 0 97 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0est 0 0 1 0 0 88 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 0 4 1 0 0fre 0 0 0 0 0 0 98 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0ger 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 94 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0ita 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 95 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0lat 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0lit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 99 1 0 0 0 0 0 0mal 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 97 0 0 0 0 0 0nor 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 93 0 1 1 0 0por 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 96 0 0 3 0ser 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 89 2 0 0slo 1 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 88 0 0spa 0 0 0 3 2 0 8 1 1 3 0 0 0 2 0 1 79 0tur 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100Table 4: Confusion matrix for single line identi�cation using 2000 lines of training dataand bigram statistics. Rows, which sum to 100, are the correct language. Columns arethe language identi�ed. Lines of training dataStatistic 200 2000used Lines of test data Lines of test data1 5 10 20 1 5 10 20Unigrams 77.0 95.5 97.9 99.0 75.7 97.2 98.2 99.3Bigrams 91.0 99.0 99.5 99.7 90.7 99.5 99.7 99.8Table 5: Percent correct when discriminating 18 languages from the ECI corpus usingcharacter classes. ISO Latin-1 ASCII-ConvertedStatistic Lines of test data Lines of test dataused 1 5 10 1 5 10Unigrams 93.7 100.0 99.7 92.7 99.3 99.3Bigrams 98.3 100.0 100.0 98.7 100.0 99.3Table 6: Percent correct when discriminating only English, French, and German fromthe ECI corpus.



Statistic AccuracyUnigrams 81.3Bigrams 95.7Trigrams 97.3Table 7: Percent correct when discriminating 27 languages using data from documentimages. Statistic AccuracyUnigrams 93.4Bigrams 99.2Trigrams 99.2Table 8: Percent correct when discriminating English, French, and German using datafrom document images.tems perform with comparable accuracy, oursystem uses a simple, well-understood tech-nique that requires small quantities of language-tagged training data. As we have shown, oursystem is further distinguished by its ability todiscriminate a large number of Roman-alphabetlanguages, by its ability to do so for very brieftexts, and by its demonstrated applicability toboth online text and character-shape coded textgenerated from images.7 Future WorkIn order to test our approach in a more realis-tic setting, we are integrating our system withone that uses layout information to extract fromdocument images meaningful areas of text suchas paragraphs and captions; see Ozaki (1995).Decomposing a document into logical units inthis way allows us to accurately identify the lan-guage of brief passages of multilingual texts. Inaddition, we would like to explore more princi-pled approaches to smoothing the training datato account for unseen events.8 AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank Masa Ozaki, David Hull,and Larry Spitz for valuable comments. Themajority of this work was conducted while theauthors were employed at the Fuji Xerox PaloAlto Laboratory.
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